
Traditional Games You Didn't Know Were
Developing Number Consciousness And
Traditional games have played a significant role in our society for generations.
They not only provide entertainment but also offer numerous educational
benefits. Many of these games help develop important cognitive skills, including
number consciousness.

Number consciousness refers to an individual's ability to understand and work
with numbers. It involves numerical reasoning, mathematical thinking, and an
overall familiarity with numerical concepts. While traditional games may seem
simple and fun on the surface, they often challenge players to think strategically
and utilize mathematical skills without them even realizing it.

Let's explore some traditional games that have unknowingly been enhancing
number consciousness among players:
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1. Chess

Chess is a game known for its complexity and strategic thinking. It requires
players to plan their moves, predict their opponent's actions, and make decisions
based on numerical evaluations of their position and possible outcomes. Each
piece holds a specific value, and players must constantly calculate and assess
the numerical worth of their moves. Chess develops an array of mathematical
skills, such as pattern recognition, logical reasoning, and critical thinking.

2. Monopoly

Monopoly is a classic board game that has been enjoyed by families for decades.
It introduces players to financial concepts, budgeting, and numerical calculations.
As players buy properties, pay rent, and manage their money, they develop
essential skills in mental math, planning, and decision-making. The game also
teaches an understanding of supply and demand, as players negotiate property
prices and deal with unexpected expenses.

3. Sudoku

Sudoku is a number puzzle that has gained immense popularity worldwide. It
demands players to fill a grid with numbers, following specific rules. Solving
Sudoku puzzles requires players to use logical thinking, deductive reasoning, and
numerical analysis. Players must constantly assess possibilities and eliminate
incorrect options, all while keeping track of numbers and their placements.
Sudoku enhances numerical skills, mental agility, and problem-solving abilities.

4. Card Games (Blackjack, Poker, etc.)
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Card games, such as Blackjack and Poker, involve intense calculations and
strategic decision-making. Players must quickly calculate their card values,
assess probabilities, and predict their opponents' moves. These games develop
skills in mental math, probability estimation, and risk assessment. Players also
need to understand patterns and memory techniques to keep track of dealt cards
and anticipate future outcomes.

5. Backgammon

Backgammon is one of the oldest board games globally, and it requires players to
roll dice and move pieces strategically. Players must constantly calculate their
odds of specific dice rolls and anticipate the consequences of each move.
Analyzing probabilities, evaluating risks, and adapting strategies based on
numerical outcomes are all essential skills in Backgammon. The game enhances
players' number consciousness through continuous calculations and decision-
making processes.

6. Scrabble

Scrabble is a word game that challenges players to create words using letter tiles
with different point values. It not only improves vocabulary but also involves
counting points, calculating word scores, and strategically placing tiles for
maximum gain. Scrabble encourages players to think critically, analyze
possibilities, and make decisions based on numerical calculations.

7. Mahjong

Mahjong is a tile-based game that originated in China and is widely played across
the world. Players must form sets of tiles, following specific sequences and
combinations. The game requires logical reasoning, spatial awareness, and
pattern recognition. Players need to count tiles, calculate probabilities of drawing
specific tiles, and make strategic decisions based on mathematical assessments.



These are just a few examples of traditional games that inadvertently improve
number consciousness and mathematical skills. So, the next time you indulge in
one of these games, remember that you are not only having fun but also
enhancing valuable cognitive abilities without even realizing it!
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Our young children at a certain age begin to count and relate to numbers and
other knowledge of our culture. As parents, we always want the best for our
children, helping them to develop their maximum cognitive and academic
potential to foster a prosperous future that will lead them to develop in life.
Starting with simple games and by many of us known, we can help our children
learn math, number awareness and calculation skills, which are fundamental
knowledge to develop in school but are also necessary for our daily lives.
This book is a text that expands in a practical way how to accompany our children
in their growth and intellectual development in the specific area of mathematical
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knowledge. It is a complement to the text "Parents to the Rescue" and "Learning
by Playing", which deal with central aspects of cognitive development and literacy
learning.
That is why this book can provide you with simple guidelines so that from card
games and other games we can help our children learn mathematics, in a
pleasant and affectionate space surrounded by loved ones.
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